
Re02Refresh, Revive, Rejoice.

Connect
The brief is about creating an indirect experience that

help to reconnect people in built enviornment with

nature, which will positively impact on their health and 

wellbeing that motivate people to feel more connected 

with each other and to the nature , most importantly 

with themselves and their inner knowledge , power and 

wisdom.

The intent is to connect the restaurant closer to

nature and carve out a whole new environment that

promises to recharge and rejuvenate your senses.

Design will satisfy a preference for escapism amid

travellers in their twilight years who want an

experience far more than a simple meal.

Courtyard Area

(Touch of Deep Sea Dining)

Banquet Sitting(GF) (Greenry

with Natural Wood)

Mezzanine floor

(Blush Pink with Gold Details)

It’s never just one color. The

most prevalent feature in natural

environment covers a wide

variety of hues, values and

chroma.

Fine Dining  

Visual Connection to Nature

Material Connection to Nature

Refuge
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Ground Floor Entryway

The floor plan of the restaurant is segregated with 

different levels, with each level having its own 

usage.

The visual aesthetic within is organic and free

flowing with material , color, texture, shapes and

form that are grounded to the earth and are used to

imbibe a feeling of nostalgia which makes an instant

connect between the space and the user.

The stairs ascend to upper floor providing additional

seating (mezzanine floor) that overlooks the ground floor.

Mezzanine Floor

Entryway

Facade
The concept also applied to exterior 

façade where artifacts seamlessly fuse 
with natural elements, benefitting our 

mind, body, and soul.

Below Mezzanine Floor



The courtyard has a effect of deep sea blue colors and texture.

The ground floor has a rich wooden backdrop at bar with solid wood seating. The area is

mildly lit in yellow light to soothe the ambience. All the Walls have a distinct quality,

where each is different than the other, yet all sync in harmony when seen as whole.

Menu is made up of

natural birch bark

sheet attached with

smokey paper and

tied it with rope.

Organic papers are

used inside.

The washroom signages used here depicts a men & women face

in the form of leaves.

Made out of Cnc cutting , finished with green paint.
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